Abstract: Global urbanization is exerting severe stress and having far-reaching impacts on the eco-environment, and yet there exists a complex non-linear coupling relationship between the two. Research on the interactive coupling effect between urbanization and the eco-environment will be a popular area of study and frontier in international earth system science and sustainability science in the next 10 years, while also being a high-priority research topic of particular interest to international organizations. This paper systematically collates and summarizes the international progress made in research on interactive coupling theory, coupling relationships, coupling mechanisms, coupling laws, coupling thresholds, coupling models and coupling optimization decision support systems. The research shows that urbanization and eco-environment interactive coupling theories include the Kuznets curve theory, telecoupling theory, planetary boundaries theory, footprint family theory and urban metabolism theory; most research on interactive coupling relationships is concerned with single-element coupling relationships, such as those between urbanization and water, land, atmosphere, climate change, ecosystems and biodiversity; the majority of research on interactive coupling mechanisms and laws focuses on five research paradigms, including coupled human and nature systems, complex social-ecological systems, urban ecosystems, social-economic-natural complex ecosystems, and urbanization development and eco-environment constraint ring; the majority of interactive coupling simulations use STIRPAT models, coupling degree models, multi-agent system models and big data urban computer models; and research has been carried out on urbanization and eco-environment coupling thresholds, coercing risk and optimal decision support systems. An objective evaluation of progress in international research on interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment suggests that there are six main research focal points and six areas lacking research: a lot of research exists on macroscopic coupling effects, with little research on urban agglomeration and scale coupling effects; considerable research exists on sin-
Interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment as a new frontier in international research
The historical development of global urbanization shows that it is accelerating, causing actual or potential harm to the eco-environment. By 2014, 54% of the world was urbanized, and the United Nations predicts that 66% of the world's population will be living in urban areas by 2050. An extremely complex non-linear interactive coupling and coercing relationship exists between urbanization and the eco-environment, but the question of how to manage that relationship is a difficult and pressing one for academia and governments, and it is quickly becoming a strategic problem of global importance. Research on the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment is set to become a popular area of study in international earth system science and sustainability science in the next 10 years (Kates et al., 2001; Clark, 2007; Reid et al., 2010) .
Basic content and types of interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment
The process of urbanization is one of the most important manifestations of the evolution of human social development, while the eco-environment is the natural setting and support system that humans rely on for survival and to thrive. Both urbanization and the eco-environment are classic examples of complex systems, and an extremely complex non-linear interactive coupling and coercing relationship exists between them (Qiao and Fang, 2005 ).
An interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment means a dynamic relationship of interdependence, inter-coordination and mutual promotion as well as coordinated development between elements of the urbanization system and elements (or subsystems) of, and movements in, the eco-environment system. This includes interactive coupling effects of various human elements within the urbanization system and interactive coupling effects of various natural elements within the eco-environment system, as well as non-linear interactive coupling effects involving one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many elements within the urbanization and eco-environment systems. An analysis of the types of coupling shows that interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment include scale coupling effects, telecoupling effects, element coupling effects, function coupling effects, structure coupling effects and pattern coupling effects, with coupling periodicity, measurability and regularity observable between the different types of coupling effects. The coupling process also has open, non-linear, self-organizing, and fluctuating, multiple feedback and scale nesting characteristics.
Interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment as the forefront of international research
As far back as 1991 the World Health Organization warned that the world faced a serious deterioration in the natural environment and a rapid reduction in the quality of life of people living in urban areas, and that urbanization would have a major impact on global climate change, which threatened the future survival of the human race. In 1995, the United Nations Assistant Secretary-General Wally N'Dow warned in An Urbanizing World: Global Report on Human Settlements 1996 "Urbanization holds out both the bright promise of an unequalled future and the grave threat of unparalleled disaster, and which it will be depended on what we do today," (Habitat, 1996) .
In 2003, Nature published a study that discussed the impact of urbanization and land-use change on climate (Kalnay and Cai, 2003) , which laid its focus on air pollution and carbon emissions in China resulting from urbanization Liu Z et al., 2015) . In 2008, Science published a study which argued that urban areas are hot spots of eco-environmental problems (Grimm et al., 2008a) and reported on Chinese urbanization and the country's resource and environmental protection efforts (Normile, 2008) . It also published articles such as "The Urban Transformation of the Developing World" and "The Size, Scale, and Shape of Cities"; started to view urbanization issues in developing countries, changes in land use and land cover as a result of urbanization, changes in urban, regional and global geochemical cycles, the relationship between urbanization and climate change, and changes in urban biodiversity as important research topics (Montgomery, 2008; Batty, 2008) . In 2009, Science published a study by US scientist David Parrish and Professor Zhu Tong of Peking University entitled "Clean Air for Megacities", which pointed out the significant impact of air pollution in megacities, including Beijing and Shanghai, has on human health, and argued that the 19 megacities (as of 2007, and defined as cities with populations over 10 million) also provide an opportunity to mitigate climate change by controlling air pollution (Parrish and Zhu, 2009) .
In April 2014, the Committee on New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences at the National Science Foundation identified in an article entitled "New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences" seven major research topics that will be prioritized in the earth sciences in the coming decade, including hydrogeomorphic-ecosystem responses to natural and anthropogenic change. The article also argued that changes to terrestrial ecosystems are due to human activities, such as agriculture and urbanization. "Future Earth 2025 Vision" published in 2014 looked at the links between global environmental change and human wellbeing and development, and listed urbanization and its risks as one of the eight key areas of future global research.
The interactive coupling effect between urbanization and the eco-environment is a high priority research theme of international organizations
As resource and environmental issues have worsened with human socio-economic development and urbanization, the United Nations has issued a series of global action plans over the decades, including the "Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment" in 1972, "Rio Declaration on Environment and Development" in 1992, "Agenda 21" in 1992 and "Millennium Development Goals" in 2000. Since the 1970s, more and more international organizations have turned their attention to research on these topics and a series of major research programs and organizations have been set up to tackle specific issues, including the Man and Biosphere Program, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Beijer Institute of Ecological Economics, International Human Dimension Programme on Global Environmental Change, Resilience Alliance and Program in Dynamics of Coupled Natural and Human Systems (Table 1) .
In 2005, the International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change formulated a scientific research program entitled Urbanization and Global Environmental Change, a core project on global environmental change, which proposes to strengthen research on the coupling relationship between urbanization and global environmental change using cross-temporal and cross-spatial scale approaches, parallel and comparative studies across regions, and research that provides effective communication to the public and policy makers. The core project seeks to develop a better understanding of the interactions and feedback between global environmental change and urbanization at the local, regional and global scales, with an emphasis on coupling humanities and natural sciences and using an interdisciplinary perspective to solve issues related to the coupling relationship between human activities and the environmental system.
A Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report entitled "Ecosystems and Human Well-being" published in 2005 carried out a special assessment of urban systems and argued that rising urban populations and economic development were producing increased pressure on global ecosystems, thereby affecting ecosystem services. It particularly highlighted the vulnerability of urban ecosystems due to the effects of climate change.
The Future Earth initiative announced in 2012 brings together four major existing projects on global environmental change, namely the World Climate Research Programme, the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, DIVERSITAS and the International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change. It aims to strengthen ties between the natural and social sciences to provide needed scientific knowledge, technical methods and solutions to help the world, regions and individual countries respond to global environmental change. It also seeks to promote sustainable global and regional development and takes as its core objective the observation, analysis and simulation of changes to natural and social systems, especially the dynamic characteristics of interactions between people and the environment. The program tries to understand the links between global environmental change and human wellbeing and development, with a focus on observing, explaining, understanding and projecting earth, environmental and societal system trends, drivers and processes and their interactions and anticipating global thresholds and risks. Of these, urbanization is the most intense human activity on Earth's surface, and its thresholds, risks and critical points are research frontiers. In September 2013, the China Association for Science and Technology organized an international conference in Beijing called "Future Earth in China", which looked at issues that need to be addressed in China and that are related to sustainable capacity building, including the research topics of the effects of Asian urbanization on the regional environment and society, and interactions with health.
2 International progress in the interactive coupling effect between urbanization and the eco-environment
Urbanization basically covers the processes of population urbanization (population migration and mobility), spatial urbanization (urban sprawl, landscape change, regional transformation, increased numbers of towns and cities, and urban expansion), economic urbanization (industrial restructuring) and social urbanization (lifestyle changes). The eco-environmental system basically means land use and land cover (soil environment and impervious surfaces), water resources (water balance), biodiversity, the atmosphere (PM 2.5 and SO 2 ), energy consumption, CO 2 emissions, the urban thermal environment, and ecosystem carbon and nitrogen cycles. Rapid urbanization has put enormous pressure on the eco-environment, which is mainly reflected in the increased resources extracted from the environment as a result of improvements in people's lifestyles and consumption structures (Seto et al., 2010) . Since the 1990s, many scholars have carried out research on the coupling relationship between sub-systems or elements of urbanization and the eco-environment (Ren et al., 2003) , while increasing numbers of others have analyzed the non-linear coupling relationship and coupling characteristics of the interactions between eco-environmental natural systems and urbanized human systems . International research on the interactive relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment is varied, but it mainly looks at the coercing and promotional effects of urbanization on the eco-environment, the constraining and carrying effect of the eco-environment on urbanization, as well as coupling evaluations, mechanisms, laws and simulations between the two, with new progress made in coordinating urbanization and the eco-environment through empirical research (Fang, 2015; Costantini and Monni, 2008; Kates et al., 2001) . The research covers a number of disciplines, including ecology, geography, management, economics and environmental studies (Kennedy et al., 2011; Satterthwaite, 2008; Salim and Shafiei, 2014; Scholz and Binder, 2011) . Case studies have been conducted on a variety of countries and regions, including Europe, the US, Russia and China (Barbera et al., 2010; Alnawaiseh et al., 2015; Zanella et al., 2014; Bao and Fang, 2007) , with a tendency to look at watersheds, ecologically vulnerable areas, urbanized areas and metropolitan areas (Fang, 2015a; Zawar-Reza et al., 2010; Meerow and Newell, 2015) . Studies have taken as their scope the world, countries, provinces, cities and parts of cities, with the main focus being cities (Luo et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2015; Anderson and O'farrell, 2012; Brown, 2012) . The research relates to a variety of theories and models, including the footprint family, environmental Kuznets curve, telecoupling and urban metabolism theories, and methods including the STIRPAT model, coupling degree, multi-agent model and big data urban computing methods.
Theory of interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment
As an area of research where a range of disciplines intersect, scholars from a range of scien-tific backgrounds have proposed and developed a series of theories on interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment, including the environmental Kuznets curve hypothesis, urban metabolism theory, telecoupling theory, footprint family theory, planetary boundaries theory, social-economic-natural complex systems theory , urban vulnerability theory (Adger, 2006) , eco-efficiency theory (Hellweg et al., 2005) and environmental justice theory (Wolch et al., 2014) .
Environmental Kuznets curve
In 1994, Gene Grossman and Alan Kreuger used econometrics and panel data from 42 developed countries to show that as the economy of a city develops, a graph of the quality of the city's environment shows an inverted U-shaped curve, known as the environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) hypothesis. Since then, scholars have conducted empirical tests at the global, regional and national scale (Aslanidis and Iranzo, 2009; Akbostanci et al., 2009; Shahbaz et al., 2014) and continued, expanded and extended the hypothesis. For example, Gangadharan and Valenzuela (2001) analyzed the positive and negative causal relationships with income, health and environment, Heerink et al. (2001) analyzed the curvilinear relationship between income inequality and the environment, and Cole (2003) (He, 2009; Jalil and Mahmud, 2009 ). Dongfeng et al. (2013) , meanwhile, looked at the Kuznets curve in relation to China's urbanization and found that a win-win situation of urbanization and sustainable development can be achieved in China. Research on the EKC has received a lot of local and national attention, and as the environment worsens due to urbanization and interest grows in the environment, research on the EKC is set to increase.
Telecoupling theory
System coupling mechanisms are extremely complex and accompany vulnerability and adaptability . In 2005, ecologist Steward Pickett was the first to divide complex coupling mechanisms into organizational connectivity, spatially explicit structure and historical contingency, and establish a multidimensional concept model of biocomplexity (Pickett et al., 2005) . He also proposed the content, a structure and a research framework for a five-dimensional human ecosystem in humane metropolis (Pickett et al., 2011) . In 2013, Jianguo Liu proposed the concept of telecoupling (Liu et al., 2013) , establishing and leading a research network on coupled human and natural systems (CHANS). Liu argued that migration, tourism, trade, species diffusion, technology transfers and investment are all important telecoupling processes. Using the trade in soybean and protection of the habitat of the giant panda as case studies, Liu built multi-scale coupling models, emphasizing that future CHANS telecoupling research should focus on comparative studies of multi-scale systems, consider action mechanisms between socio-economic and environmental systems, and integrate sending, receiving and overflow systems in the telecoupling system (Liu J G et al., 2015a) . Harvard theorist Neil Brenner believes that urbanization should be seen as a global historical process and be extended to every corner of the globe, and the research paradigm should shift toward "planetary urbanization" analyzing, at the theoretical level, different scales of social space production, reproduction and transformation (Brenner, 2014; Brenner, 1999) . Moser and Hart (2015) constructed a framework for analyzing the effects of economic and societal teleconnections, such as trade, insurance, energy, food, immigration and the military, on climate change. Using land footprint and material flow accounting, Bruckner and others discussed methods of, and research progress in, measuring telecoupling in the global land system (Bruckner et al., 2015) . Developing countries exporting raw materials and finished products to developed countries increase the vulnerability of humans to environmental stimuli, which leads to social unrest and deterioration of essential ecological system services by the local population, while manufacturers of export products produce considerable pollution, putting workers in developing countries at risk (Liu J G et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2007a) . Urbanization and eco-environment telecoupling transcends space and natural and administrative boundaries. On the one hand, internal coupling and coupling between coupled human and nature systems transcends multiple nested spatial scales, from local to global (Pickett et al., 2011) . Local coupling is affected by relatively large-scale processes, which are interposed by larger scale processes and ultimately produced against the backdrop of global processes (Liu and Diamond, 2005) . Part of the global-scale coupling is produced by the interaction and impact of local processes, and global-or regional-scale coupling is produced as a result of remote human activities and large-scale natural processes. Globalization of human activities and the rapid movement of people, goods and services show that humans are experiencing a new era of regional and global co-evolution in their ecological and socio-economic systems. On the other hand, interactions between humans and nature through such things as trade and animal migration transcend political or ecosystem boundaries. Markets and governments can make decisions that affect people and ecosystems in faraway places (Lenschow et al., 2015) .
Planetary boundaries
The planetary boundaries theory is a recently proposed sustainable development concept regarding global environmental thresholds for human activities. The concept was proposed in a paper entitled A Safe Operating Space for Humanity published in Nature by Rockström et al. First of all, it defines the biophysical thresholds for a number of global environmental problems and states that pressure from human activities has already affected the stability of the earth system, leading to frequent unexpected environmental changes across the globe, and that humanity has already transgressed three planetary boundaries, namely climate change, rate of biodiversity loss and changes to the global nitrogen cycle (Rockström et al., 2009) . This theory attracted unprecedented attention and debate within academic circles, and both Science and Nature published follow-up reports (Erb et al., 2012; Lewis, 2012; Kareiva, 2012) . The planetary boundaries theory uses a series of control variables to characterize environmental issues, such as CO 2 concentration in the atmosphere, consumptive use of runoff resources, industrial and agricultural nitrogen fixation, phosphorous inflow to oceans, land surface under cropland, seawater saturation and O 3 concentration to characterize climate change, water use, nitrogen and phosphorous emissions, land use, ocean acidification, stratospheric ozone depletion and loss of biodiversity, respectively (Galaz et al., 2012; Ragnarsdottir et al., 2011) . In a study published in Science, Steffen et al. (2015) revised and updated the framework of planetary boundaries, emphasizing the supporting role of cross-scale coupling and regional heterogeneity, and defining two core boundaries -climate change and biosphere integrity -which once again drew widespread attention and discussion (Jaramillo and Destouni, 2015; Gerten et al., 2015) . However, US environmental organization the Breakthrough Institute argues that the limits do not have any real significance to humans as we have always found solutions to obstacles throughout history and that concepts like environmental carrying capacity are not applicable to humans . What's more, setting empirical values on social and ecosystem thresholds is extremely difficult. But based on the previous literature and case studies, Walker and Meyers (2004) established a threshold database and argued that flexible thinking and the complete understanding of uncertainty are effective ways to solve this problem (Walker and Salt, 2012) .
Footprint family
The concept of an ecological footprint was first proposed by Canadian ecological economist William E. Rees in 1992, which he went on to develop together with his doctoral student Mathis Wackernagel (Rees and Wackernagel, 1996; Wackernagel and Rees, 1998) . As human understanding of the complex, integral and global characteristics of environmental issues deepens, any single footprint index is unable to provide a comprehensive assessment of environmental impact. The concept of a footprint family, however, marks a gradual shift in focus from a single index to multiple indexes (Ridoutt and Pfister, 2014) . In 2012, Galli provided the first detailed discussion on the independent concept of a footprint family, giving it the following specific definition: "a set of indicators able to track human pressure on the surrounding environment, where pressure is defined as appropriation of biological natural resources and CO 2 uptake, emission of GHGs, and consumption and pollution of global freshwater resources. Three key ecosystem compartments are monitored, namely the biosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere through the Ecological, Carbon and Water Footprint, respectively," (Galli et al., 2012) . A study in Science in 2014 explained that land, water, energy, materials and other footprints have an important role in fair and effective human trade and sustainable use of resources, serving as a reference for the scientific assessment of the environmental sustainability of human activities (Hoekstra and Wiedmann, 2014) . Čuček comprehensively reviewed the definitions, methods and units of measurement of the various footprint indices, and proposed a series of socio-economic footprint indices for limiting the footprint family to environmental sustainability (Čuček et al., 2012) . Fang systematically compared the concepts and methodological similarities of the ecological footprint, carbon footprint, water footprint and energy footprint, and analyzed potential advantages and drawbacks of the four footprints (Fang et al., 2014) .
Urban metabolism
Urban metabolism is the huge system of production, transformation, consumption and exchange of materials, resources, energy and services between a city and its external environment. This system consumes large quantities of energy resources and environmental materials at the same time as it manufactures, absorbs and converts the magnitude of value required to satisfy a city's requirements for socio-economic development (Poruschi, 2015; Moore, 2007) . In 1965, Abel Wolman proposed the concept of urban metabolism in his book The Metabolism of Cities, stating that operations of an urban system are a metabolic process (Wolman, 1965) . In the 1990s, the concept of an urban metabolic process was widely used to measure urban or regional socio-economic metabolism (Barles, 2010) . The concept of urban metabolic processes at that time was not restricted to the direct release of fumes and waste from urban physical structures and habitats, it also included human health and wellbeing (Townsend, 2000) . The underlying cause of many recent issues, such as resource and energy shortages, eco-environmental destruction, fall in quality of life and poor quality of economic growth, in the course of urban and regional development in China is an imbalance in urban metabolic processes . In the 21st century, research on urban metabolism has been more systematic, with scholars using classic models, such as system dynamics and ecological network analysis, and energy analysis, to study metabolic efficiency and environmental benefits of different cities (Xia et al., 2015; Shahrokni et al., 2015; Gustafson et al., 2014) . Lili Qu et al. looked at the urban agglomeration of Suzhou, Wuxi and Changzhou using the life-cycle theory to discuss the internal material metabolic mechanisms of the agglomeration and found that the cities should focus on integrating solid waste recycling to save energy and reduce emissions, while improving production technology to reduce the negative impacts of waste. They also applied the theory to evaluate urban agglomeration resource management and waste streams (Qu et al., 2013) . Kennedy et al. (2014) proposed a multi-layered set of indicators to measure the metabolic state of megacities, which included a definition of a large urban agglomeration and material flow analysis. They also considered the role of utilities in the provision of services and regulatory actions that, along with public governance, can influence urban metabolism. The first layer of the indicator set is the basic information of the megacity, while the second layer is its biophysical characteristics, the third layer is the urban metabolism characteristics and the fourth layer is the role of utilities. In their study, Zhang et al. (2015a) summarized half a century of development of urban metabolism theory, stating that future analysis should focus on establishing a multi-layered, unified and standardized category system to support the creation of a consistent database and help governments to achieve sustainable development. Newell and Cousins (2015) , meanwhile, systematically reviewed the epistemological and model-making approaches of the "three ecologies" of urban metabolism: industrial ecology, Marxist ecologies and urban ecology.
Interactive coupling between urbanization and eco-environmental subsystems
Eco-environmental subsystems closely related to the process of urbanization include water systems, land systems, atmospheric systems, energy systems, climate systems and ecosystems.
Interactive coupling between urbanization and water resources
From analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and water resources, international scholars have found that water resources play both a facilitating and restricting role on urbanization (Seto et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2007) . When a city is growing excessively quickly, for example, and there is a lack of corresponding infrastructure, urban development will tend to adopt unsustainable methods of exploiting land and water re-sources, leading to water shortages and weakened environmental carrying capacity, thereby impeding urbanization (Orubu and Omotor, 2011) . Changes in urban lifestyles will have a profound impact on the future water footprint of cities (Hubacek et al., 2009) , and the pattern of water use, sources of wastewater and quality of wastewater of urban agglomerations are closely connected (Popa et al., 2012) . Whether cities are vulnerable to water constraints depends on factors such as formal water infrastructure, the rate of land-use change and spatial patterns, the adaptability of residents and land-based water systems. At the same time, this vulnerability is dynamic, variable across space and scale-dependent (Srinivasan et al., 2013) . Many other scholars have analyzed the spatiotemporal feedback relationship between urbanization and water ecology, water balance and water pollution (Venkatesan et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2006; Haase, 2009 ).
Interactive coupling between urbanization and land resources and land use
Analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and land resources and land use show that changes in stages of industrialization and urbanization result in land use changes (Swyngedouw, 2009; Kalnay and Cai, 2003) , and are particularly closely related to changes in construction land (Kline et al., 2001) , the expansion of which is one of the most important manifestations of urbanization. Studies have shown that a long-term equilibrium exists between China's urban construction land, economic growth and urbanization, and increased area of urban construction land in China is mainly due to accelerated urbanization (Choy et al., 2013) , while changes in land use in urban areas can be summarized as due to population, level of economic development, industrial restructuring in agriculture, regional industrial restructuring and foreign investment (Zhang S M et al., 2010) . The rapid development of real estate land and construction of urban infrastructure that accompanies rapid increases in population and increased living standards have been found to be the main driving forces of changes in the urban landscape (Wei and Ye, 2014) . Growth of construction land and changes in land change distribution and speed, as well as land use restructuring has a significant impact on carbon emissions and the ecological landscape (Trusilova and Churkina, 2008; Deng et al., 2009) . On the other hand, land resources are the most important basic development factor for urbanization, and their supporting role in population changes and production development has been of interest to various scholars (Kurucu and Chiristina, 2008) .
Interactive coupling between urbanization and the atmosphere
Analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the atmospheric environmental system show that air pollution not only seriously affects the global climate, but also harms the human body and impacts the health of urban residents, reduces quality of life in cities, and significantly hinders urban development (Aunan and Wang, 2014; Young et al., 2012) . In their study "Clean Air for Megacities" published in Science, Parrish and Zhu (2009) pointed out the significant impact air pollution was having on people's health in megacities, including Beijing and Shanghai, and argued that the 19 megacities (as of 2007, and defined as cities with populations over 10 million) also provide an opportunity to mitigate climate change by controlling air pollution. As Chinese cities urbanize and develop industrially, air pollution has become one of China's most serious environmental problems (Chan and Yao, 2008) . There is now sufficient evidence to prove that exposure to outdoor air pollution in China itself constitutes a serious health hazard (Kan et al., 2009) , and that it led to the premature deaths of 1.6 million people in 2014 (Matus et al., 2012; Rohde and Muller, 2015) . It has been estimated that the cost of air pollution driven by health impacts and loss of labor productivity ran at 6.5% of China's gross domestic product each year between 2000 and 2010 (Crane and Mao, 2015) . As centers of human activity, urbanized areas produce large volumes of air pollution and emissions, leading to higher concentrations of PM 2.5 , which gradually affects the environment in surrounding areas (Zhao et al., 2012) .
The urban air quality index (AQI) has become the indicator of livability of most concern to urban residents (Han et al., 2015b) . Related studies have shown that the main reasons for air pollution in China are the large population, industrial pollutants and high emissions, combustion of biomass and regional transport (Li et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015b) , with significant regional differences and spatial dependency . Popa et al. (2012) looked at multiple physical and chemical properties of wastewater and the concentration of pollutants, as well as their distribution, in the Danube and discussed the relationship between water use, wastewater sources and wastewater quality of an urban agglomeration in Romania. Jinyuan Xin et al. (2012) , meanwhile, looked at Beijing's PM 2.5 data for the period of the 2008 Olympics, the results of which showed that restrictions on production and driving in the urban agglomeration caused concentrations of PM 2.5 to fall during that period in the Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei area (controlling emissions contributed 62%-82%, meteorological conditions contributed 18%-38%), thereby fulfilling the objective of staging a "green Olympics".
Interactive coupling between urbanization and climate
Analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and climate show that climate change is the biggest challenge ever to the continuation of human civilization. The fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated that over half of global warming that has taken place since the 1950s was caused by human activities, and using Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP 5), it predicted that global warming would continue in the future and that by the end of the 21st century the average surface temperature of Earth would rise by 0.3-4.8°C compared to the period 1986 to 2005 (Pachauri et al., 2014) . In 1990, Jones et al. (1990) published a study entitled "Assessment of Urbanization Effects in Time Series of Surface Air Temperature over Land" in Nature which concluded that the global air temperature rise of 0.5°C in the past 100 years could be related to urbanization. In 2003, Kalnay and Cai published a study entitled "Impact of Urbanization and Land-Use Change on Climate", also in Nature, which argued that the contribution of urbanization and land-use change to global climate change over the past century was 0.35°C. Liu et al. (2011) also found a close correlation between temperature rises in cities and the speed of urbanization. In addition, rapid urbanization has been found to pose an enormous threat to forests, grasslands, wetlands and other natural ecosystems (Falcucci et al., 2007; Ficetola et al., 2010; Magura et al., 2004; Oliver et al., 2014; Ortega-Álvarez et al., 2009; Pekin et al., 2012; Pereira et al., 2010; . A report in The Lancet in 2015 pointed out that climate change seriously threatens global health and warned that, without a rapid response, the achievements of human development from the latter half of the last century will have been in vain, suggesting that the best opportunity for saving global health in the 21st century is a rapid response to climate change (Wang and Horton, 2015) . Climate change has also been found to lead to a global increase in the probability of extreme weather, with an intensified urban heat island effect (Argüeso et al., 2014; Corburn, 2009) . Future sea level rises caused by climate change will inevitably affect urbanization in coastal regions, with large areas of land being submerged and prone to severe flooding, which will affect production and energy resources, causing further environmental problems (Castan Broto and Bulkeley, 2013; Gu et al., 2011) . In response to this, Mark Pelling argues, governments should implement measures, including administrative and technical measures and urban planning rules, which respond to climate change (Pelling, 2010) .
However, one study has suggested that climate change may promote urbanization in Africa due to the reorganization of water resources and industrial production (Henderson et al., 2015) . On the other hand, another study has shown that land cover significantly affects the surface temperature of densely populated areas, with the main factors being artificial thermal discharge, building shape, vegetation type and climate change (Burski et al., 2014) . Feng Jinming et al. used atmospheric models and an urban canopy model to simulate the effect of urban sprawl in the Yangtze River Delta, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration and the Pearl River Delta on regional climates. The results showed that urban sprawl in the three urban agglomerations had increased the surface air temperature of the urban areas by 1°C, with more noticeable temperature changes in summer and at night. At the same time, thermal stress increased by 0.5 units, regional solar radiation increased and water vapor decreased, all of which mainly affected regional precipitation, especially in summer (Feng et al., 2014) . Escudero et al. (2014) , on the other hand, looked at the effects of Mediterranean urban agglomerations on ozone concentration and found a significant correlation between changes in ozone concentration and atmosphere and NO x emissions, with changes in NO x emissions strongly influencing changes in ozone.
2.2.5
Interactive coupling between urbanization and energy consumption and carbon emissions Analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and energy consumption and carbon emissions show a close correlation between urbanization and energy consumption and carbon emissions, with energy sources affecting and restricting the level and pace of urbanization and determining urbanization development and trends, while population, industrialization and land urbanization are all heavily dependent on energy sources (Ming, 2015) . Against a backdrop of a shortage in global energy resources and fierce competition for carbon emission rights, China is continuing to urbanize rapidly, and it is estimated that another 400 million people will have moved to urban areas from the countryside by 2050, while China's per capita carbon dioxide emissions will continue to increase until 2020 (Wang et al., 2014a) , meaning contradictions between urbanization and energy resources are set to become more prominent (Lin and Ouyang, 2014) . Studies have shown that urbanization in low-income countries reduces energy consumption, whereas urbanization in high-income countries increases energy consumption, but urbanization has been shown to increase carbon emissions regardless of the type of country it occurs in (Poumanyvong and Kaneko, 2010) . Indeed, Liddle and Lung (2010) proved the existence of a positive correlation between urbanization and CO 2 emissions, and Martinez-Zarzoso and Maruotti (2011) discovered that a graph of urbanization and CO 2 emissions has an inverted U-shaped curve.
Using a dynamic land ecosystem model, however, Zhu et al. (2012) looked at 20 emerging countries and discovered a non-linear relationship between urbanization and CO 2 emissions, and not an inverted U-shaped curve. They also measured and evaluated carbon dynamic mechanisms in urbanized areas of the southern US from 1945 to 2007 and found that in the past 63 years urbanization has caused 209 Tg of carbon emissions and that the carbon sequestration rate of urban ecosystems constantly fell following a change in the nature of land use. Al-mulali et al. (2012) used the fully modified ordinary least square (FMOLS) to look at the long-term relationship between urbanization, energy consumption and CO 2 emissions for the period 1980-2008 in seven regions, namely, East Asia and the Pacific, East Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Western Europe, the results of which showed that 84% of the countries have a positive long-term relationship between urbanization, energy consumption and CO 2 emissions, while only 16% of the countries have mixed results.
2.2.6
Interactive coupling between urbanization and ecosystems and biodiversity Analyses of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and ecosystems and biodiversity show that, since the industrial revolution, the rapid development of urbanization and industrialization have seriously threatened biodiversity and ecosystems, such as forests, grasslands and wetlands (Hamer and McDonnell, 2008; Hayashi et al., 2009; , and changes in land use and land cover in urban areas, in particular, have directly affected natural ecosystems and biodiversity (Gill et al., 2008; Kohsaka, 2010) . New research has shown that some of the problems from the process of urbanization have increased the vulnerability of ecosystems and threatened the health of nature and human well-being (Bennett et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2002) , forcing us to focus on the value of ecosystem services and their positive impact on sustainable urbanization in future urbanization development and planning (Cumming et al., 2014; Zhang Y et al., 2010) . For developing countries, the rapid urbanization accompanying economic globalization has forced many cities to wantonly exploit and develop already vulnerable natural resources and ecosystems through land reclamation, resource extraction, overgrazing, disorderly land use and urban expansion, in order to obtain comparative advantages and economic benefits, which is affecting and changing the natural environment we depend on for survival, dwindling natural resources and threatening biodiversity (Aronson et al., 2014; Adamo, 2010) . On the other hand, the majority of protected areas in low-and middle-income countries can affect the growth of new cities as the distance between cities and protected areas decreases (McDonald et al., 2008) . In an article entitled "Scenarios for Global Biodiversity in the 21st Century" published in Science, Pereira et al. (2010) used an observation and comparison model to analyze species extinction, changes in species abundance, habitat loss and changes in distribution to predict the evolutionary scenarios for global terrestrial, freshwater and marine biodiversity, which showed that biodiversity would continue to decline in the 21st century. Haas and Ban, meanwhile, used the concepts of landscape metrics and ecosystem services to investigate land cover changes and the magnitude and speed of urbanization and evaluate possible impacts on the environment in China's largest and most important urban agglomerations, namely, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta. The results showed that rapid urbanization has led to a loss of natural ecosystems, landscape fragmentation and significantly reduced the value of ecosystem services, while urban growth was the fastest in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei agglomeration, followed by the Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta, resulting in a continuously fragmented landscape and substantial decreases in ecosystem service values of approximately RMB 18.5 billion yuan (coastal wetlands and farmland being the largest contributors). These results indicate that urbanization adversely affects natural and rural landscapes (Haas and Ban, 2014) .
Mechanisms and laws of interactive coupling between urbanization and the ecoenvironment
Studying the mechanisms and laws of interactive coupling between the two large systems of urbanization and the eco-environment is a difficult but extremely worthwhile undertaking. Because urbanization in Western developed countries is already in a mature and stable phase, studies on the coupling relationship between human activities and the natural environment by Western scholars have tended to focus on urban settlements and involved in-depth discussions on mechanisms and analyses of case studies; whereas, in developing countries like China, which are currently in a phase of rapid urbanization, problem-oriented studies on the coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment are just becoming more popular. This includes the following five major areas of research: coupled human and natural systems, social-ecological systems, urban ecology, social-economic-natural complex ecosystems, and the urbanization development ring and eco-environment constraint ring systems (Table 2) . Liu et al. (2007b) entitled "Complexity of Coupled Human and Natural Systems", also published in Science, concluded that couplings between human and natural systems vary across space, time, and organizational units in six case studies from five continents (Kenya, China, Washington and Wisconsin in the US, Mexico and Sweden), and that this coupling exhibited non-linear dynamics with thresholds, reciprocal feedback loops, time lags, resilience, heterogeneity and mutations. They also concluded that past couplings have legacy effects on present conditions and future possibilities and discussed the evolution of interactions in coupled human and natural systems from direct to indirect, and from adjacent links to distant links, from the local scale to the global scale, and from simple models and processes to more complex ones (Liu et al., 2007c) . Another study involving Liu published in Science in 2015, discussed further the emergent properties and complexity of this coupling system, and pointed out that a number of influential integrated frameworks, such as ecosystem services, environmental footprints, human-nature nexus, planetary boundaries, and telecoupling and tools for systems integration have been developed and tested. They also suggested that future research should focus on incorporating more human and natural components simultaneously, integrating spatiotemporal scales, identifying and quantifying spillover systems, accounting for feedbacks and translating findings into policy and practice (Liu J G et al., 2015a) . Newell et al. (2005) blended the concepts of dynamics and system, organization and scale, controlling models, management and policy, and adaptation and learning to construct a "conceptual template". An and Lopez-Carr (2012) analyzed the limiting effect of natural system inputs and outputs on human systems and discussed human decision making and resilience in the face of coupled human and natural systems. Werner and McNamara (2007) proposed the concept framework of strongly-coupled human-landscape systems and argued that these complex systems can use heterogeneous agent models to predict the non-linear behavior of different subjects.
Interactive nesting mechanisms of social-ecological systems and coupling adaptability, cross-amalgamation and gradual change laws
Social-ecological systems research groups, including the Resilience Alliance, International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis and Stockholm Resilience Centre, are constantly developing and expanding the concept of resilience and providing innovative research paradigms to answer questions related to social-ecological systems. In 2001, for example, in "Panarchy: Understanding Transformations in Human and Natural Systems", Crawford S. Holling made good use of the concepts of resilience, timing and adaptability to propose a famous cross-scale system of adaptive nested cycles, which moved the coupling system forward a step epistemologically (Gunderson, 2001; Holling, 2001) . used the "basin of attraction" to discuss the flexibility, adaptability and transformability of social-ecological systems. Trosper (2005) feels that social-ecological systems require multi-disciplinary analysis and emphasized the role of cultural systems in social-ecological systems. Folke et al., meanwhile, discussed the flexible methods for studying so-cial-ecological systems, emphasizing research on interactive coupling across temporal and spatial scales with regard to non-linear dynamics, thresholds, uncertainty and surprise, and how periods of gradual change interplay with periods of rapid change, as well as looking at adaptive governance of social-ecological systems from a social dimension (Folke et al., 2005; Folke, 2006) . Ramaswami et al. (2012) adopted an industrial ecology perspective of integrating urban metabolism with life cycle assessment and articulated a cross-scale and multi-disciplinary approach to social, ecological and infrastructure integration in order to shape cities toward sustainability. In 2015, a core magazine in this field, Ecology and Society, published a special feature consisting of a series of articles under the title "A Framework for Analyzing, Comparing and Diagnosing Social-Ecological Systems", which proposed specific frameworks and indicators for studying social-ecological systems in the areas of the environment, resource systems, pollution, individuals, social organizations and government regulation (Bots et al., 2015; McGinnis and Ostrom, 2014; Binder et al., 2013) .
Urbanization and ecosystem positive and negative feedback mechanisms and ecological response
Urban ecologists are concerned with the strength of ecosystems in urban areas and important ecological services for the human population and human well-being. Grimm et al., for example, built a pioneering conceptual framework on urban ecosystems and discussed its application to the US cities of Baltimore and Phoenix (Grimm et al., 2000) as well as ecological responses to urbanization (Grimm et al., 2008b) . They also published a paper in Science entitled "Global Change and the Ecology of Cities", which analyzed the relationship between changes in the ecology of urban landscapes and global changes, arguing that global urbanization is the main factor affecting climate change at multiple scales and that the demand for materials due to production and human consumption has led to land use and land cover changes, a loss of biodiversity, local and regional pollution of water systems and increased urban waste and emissions, thereby affecting the global biogeochemical cycles and local climates (Grimm et al., 2000; Grimm et al., 2008a) . Alberti et al. integrated human factors and urban ecology to construct a framework for studying the effect of different urban development models on ecosystems, carrying out empirical research on the effects on aquatic ecosystems (Alberti et al., 2003; Alberti et al., 2007) . Alberti also described feedback mechanisms from human activities to ecosystem evolution in the course of global urbanization. He then proposed a framework linking urban patterns to ecosystem functions and discussed a set of hypotheses based on the empirical evidence established in the literature (Alberti, 2010) . Shlomo Angel used a sample of 120 cities for the period 1990-2000 and 3,646 cities for the year 2000 to discuss urban density, speed of urban sprawl, fragmentation of built-up areas and urban ecological footprint and their interactions (Angel et al., 2005; Angel, 2012) . In addition, many scholars have looked at the impact models and mechanisms of landscape change in the course of urbanization (Summers et al., 2015) , carbon and nitrogen cycles (Lorenz and Lal, 2015; Gu et al., 2012) , net primary productivity (Imhoff et al., 2004) and urban biodiversity (Hansen et al., 2005; Savard et al., 2000) .
Social-economic-natural complex ecosystem collaborative mechanisms and urban S-shaped growth
As China's eco-environmental problems have become more acute as a result of urbanization, Chinese scholars have in recent years explored the topic of coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment from various angles. Ma and Wang (1984) , for example, proposed the concept of a social-economic-natural complex ecosystem and used positive and negative feedback and the law of limiting factors from the principle of ecological compatibility to reveal the existence of feedback and restrictive mechanisms between the evolution of urbanization and the eco-environment, from which they concluded that urban growth exhibits a corresponding S-shaped curve . Qi et al. (2012) , meanwhile, described the significant impacts of regional climate change, economic development, land use and constant increases in food production on arid regions in East Asia. Baolong Han et al. analyzed the complex niches of large Chinese cities in the course of population concentration from the perspective of environmental niches, the social and eco-environment, and economic niches (Han et al., 2014) , and carried out a quantitative evaluation of ecological security in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region (Han et al., 2015a) . Based on remote sensing data of land use and the normalized difference vegetation index, Cui et al. (2015) constructed an environmental quality index to analyze the effect of Chinese urbanization over the previous ten years. Fang et al. (2016) constructed a system for evaluating resources, ecology, economies and societies to carry out an assessment of the urban vulnerability of Chinese cities.
Dynamic and control mechanisms and phased coupling laws of interactions between urbanization and the eco-environment
Fang and Huang used algebra and geometry to create logical compounds of the environmental Kuznets curve and an urbanization logarithmic curve, from which they deduced mathematical functions and geometric curves relating to the interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment, expressed as power functions and a double exponential curve composed of exponential functions. Using scientific theory, they established a dynamic coupling degree model of coordinated development between urbanization and the eco-environment, which further revealed the presence of initial pre-exponential decay and latter index-improved phased coupling laws accompanying urbanization of regional eco-environments. The process of interactive coupling was divided into low-level coordination, antagonism, breaking-in and high-level coordination (Fang and Wang, 2013; Huang and Fang, 2003) , and urbanization development models and paths analyzed in relation to arid northwest China Fang and Lin, 2009 ). On the basis of this, interactive coupling laws for urbanization and the eco-environment, including coupling fission law, dynamic hierarchical law, random fluctuation law, non-linear collaborative law, threshold law and warning law were summarized (Fang and Yang, 2006) . Liu et al. used collaborative learning and grey relational analysis to construct correlation degree and coupling degree models, which revealed the major factors in the coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment in Chinese provinces, and analyzed the spatiotemporal layout of the coupling degree between urbanization and the eco-environment in China Liu et al., 2011) .
Quantitative modeling of interactive coupling between urbanization and the ecoenvironment
Due to the complexity of interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environ-ment, coupling models and methods must be interdisciplinary in order to address issues (Singh et al., 2012) . There have been many attempts at this by contemporary scholars using conceptual models and theoretical frameworks. Schlueter et al. (2012) , for example, reviewed coupled social-ecological systems modeling from the perspective of natural resource management. Stevenson (2011) looked at the non-linear feedback relationship between five elements of the coupled human and natural system, namely, human well-being, environmental policy, human activities, stressors and ecosystem services, at multiple spatiotemporal scales. Filatova et al. systematically summarized the theories and conceptual models of coupled social-ecological systems, reviewed changes to, and the evolution of, models and emphasized regime shifts in statistical modeling, system dynamics, and equilibrium and agent-based modeling (Filatova et al., 2015; Polhill et al., 2016) . Liu et al. (2011) used an inclusive sustainable development model, interpretive structural model and grey relational technology to evaluate the coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment, and used systems dynamics and artificial neural networks to simulate future environmental changes. Wang et al. (2014b) , meanwhile, used a double exponential curve model and took the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration as an example to verify the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and eco-environmental systems. They discovered that the coupling relationship of 10 of the cities in the urban agglomeration exhibited changes to the double exponential curve. In addition to the above research, other scholars have found U-shaped and N-shaped non-linear relationships between urbanization and the eco-environment (Friedl and Getzner, 2003) . However, carrying out genuine quantitative analysis of the interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment remains a major challenge to contemporary scholars. Here, a few quantitative studies on this issue that use a number of newer models and methods are introduced.
STIRPAT model
Ehrlich and Holdren (1971) first proposed the establishment of the IPAT equation to reflect the impact of human activities on the natural environment. Afterward, on the foundation of the traditional IPAT model, Waggoner and Ausubel (2002) proposed the ImPACT analysis model, stating that, in addition to population, affluence and technology, factors affecting the natural environment should include consumption per unit of production and efficiency. However, IPAT and ImPACT do not accurately represent the non-proportional effects and non-monotonic effects of driving forces on the environment. In order to overcome this drawback, York et al. refined the IPAT equation by developing the concept of ecological elasticity, namely, the ecological elasticities of population, affluence and technology, and analyzed driving forces of environmental impacts. Unlike the IPAT and ImPACT equations, the STIRPAT (Stochastic Impacts by Regression on Population, Affluence, and Technology) model is not an accounting equation; rather, it is a stochastic model, therefore it is also called a statistical model for assessing environmental impacts (York et al., 2003b; York et al., 2003a) . The model equation is as follows:
where I is impact, P is population, A is affluence, T is technology and a, b, c and d are exponents of P, A and T, respectively, and e is the error term. Application of the STIRPAT model and elasticity coefficients solves the question of how to verify the impact of changes to driving forces on environmental changes in empirical analysis. As such, in recent years, STIRPAT has been well applied to studies on the impact of various human activities on the environment. The most frequent application has been to study human driving forces of carbon emissions Roberts, 2011) , and a study by Noorpoor and Kudahi (2015) has shown that population size, per capita GDP, electricity intensity and consumption of energy resources for electricity consumption positively influence CO 2 emissions, while electricity generation by hydropower, renewable energies and nuclear energy do so negatively. Yuan et al. (2015) used a dynamic threshold STIRPAT model, which suggested that wealth is the most important deciding factor in long-term carbon emissions, followed by urban population. They also found that the influence of affluence variability on CO 2 emissions was mainly determined by the degree of trade openness in high-income areas, and by higher industrial levels in low-income areas. In addition, using this model, Liddle (2013) examined the relationship between private transport energy consumption and several variables, including population, income and urban density. Dai et al. (2015) , meanwhile, used a STIRPAT model to carry out empirical research on rural non-point source pollution in the course of urbanization in China by looking at population, economies of scale, energy consumption and finance.
Coupling models
Coupling degree is used to describe the interaction between elements of or within a system and their degree of influence on each other. A coordinate is a benign interaction between two or more elements of, or within, a system and is a concentrated expression of sustainable development of the benign interaction. Coupling coordinative degree is the degree of harmony between two elements of, or within, a system in the course of development and reflects the system trend for disorder to order (Qiao and Fang, 2005) . Usually, the physics concept of capacity coupling and the capacity coupling coefficient model are used as the basic model for analyzing an interactive coupling relationship between the integrated elements of urbanization and the eco-environment and analyzing the trend of coupling coordination. The model equation is as follows:
where C n is the coupling degree model, and u represents the contribution of the degree of order of the subsystem to the whole system. The coupling coordinative degree model is as follows :
where D is the coupling coordinative degree, C is the coupling degree, T is the subsystem integrated coordinated index, U i (i=1, 2) represents the two system of urbanization and the eco-environment, and a and b are determined parameters. Because of its simplicity, the coupling degree model has physical significance and has been used a great deal in studies on the interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment. Bao and Fang (2009) evaluated the restrictive intensity of water resources on urbanization in arid regions of China. Li et al. and Wang et al. analyzed the coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment in Chinese coastal cities and for the urban agglomeration of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, respectively (Li et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014b) . Tang (2015) integrated indexes to study coupling between the tourism industry and the environment. Liu et al. (2014) integrated the matter-element model and coupling coordinative degree model to analyze evolution of the social-economic-ecological system in the process of urbanization.
Multi-agent model
A multi-agent system (MAS) is a loose network made up of multiple agents, with each agent engaging in exchanges, cooperation and even competition based on its character and rules of behavior. An MAS can be used to study the macroscopic laws of a system by simulating and observing the microscopic behavior of the subjects, which helps provide a more rational and accurate explanation of the evolutionary mechanisms of complex systems (Balaji and Srinivasan, 2010; Borne et al., 2003) . Therefore, there is considerable scope for using MASs in urban development simulations. This type of bottom-up modeling strategy combines complex adaptive systems theory, artificial life and distributed artificial intelligence technology, and has already developed into another important method for analyzing and simulating complex systems (Jjumba and Dragicevic, 2012; Torrens and Benenson, 2005) . In a study entitled "New Ways of Looking at Cities" published in Science in 1995, Batty stated that top-down macroscopic city models have gradually been supplanted by models that simulate the macroscopic behavior of cities based on microscopic interactions between subjects (Batty 1995) . In another study, Batty (2005) discussed the concept of agents at different spatial scales based on spatial evolution as reaction and diffusion. Heckbert et al. (2010) described the applications of agent-based modelling in ecological economics and discussed advancing the empirical calibration and validation of models through mixed methods, including surveys, interviews, participatory modeling, and, notably, experimental economics to test specific decision-making hypotheses. Agents represent real or abstract entities in geographic space, and multiple agents co-exist in a common environment. They interact with each other and their environments, and each agent is able to act autonomously, with their behavior the result of self-perception, learning, reasoning, decision-making and interactions (Tian et al., 2011) . In a 2005 study, An et al. used the Wolong Giant Panda Nature Reserve as a case study and tracked the life history of local individuals and the dynamics of households to establish a multi-agent, multi-scale integrated model of a complex coupled system. In a separate study, An et al. developed a CHANS-oriented protocol based on the overview, design concepts, and details (ODD) framework to help CHANS modelers and other researchers build, document and compare CHANS-oriented ABMs, the lessons from which include how to represent agents and the landscape, the need for standardized modules for CHANS ABMs, the impacts of scheduling on model outcomes, and precautions in interpreting "surprises" in CHANS model outcomes .
Big data and urban computing models
With the maturity of sensing technologies and computing environments, a range of urban big data has become available, including data on traffic flows, meteorology, road networks, points of interest, mobile tracking and social media usage. If used properly, this big data can not only immediately reflect problems in cities, but can also be used to address challenges that cities face (Ferreira et al., 2013) . The questions of how to interpret this mountain of data to reveal social phenomenon and the laws of social development and how to find correlations and trends hidden in big data to discover the coupling mechanisms between human activities and nature in urban agglomerations are all of great interest to contemporary scholars, governments and companies. In "The Fourth Paradigm: Data-intensive Scientific Discovery" Microsoft Research pointed out that scientific research is in a new, fourth paradigm of discovery based on data-intensive science, involving data exploration, unified theory, experimentation and simulation (Hey et al., 2009) . The identified research targets fall into the following four categories: real-time observation data, experimental data from scientific instruments, simulation data from test models and online data. Online data has been affected by the IT revolution and produced big behavioral data and big transaction data. Big behavioral data is mainly produced through social networks, such as Twitter, Sina Weibo and WeChat, as well as virtual communities; whereas, big transaction data is mainly based on the socialization of e-commerce. Pijanowski et al. (2014) used big data to configure the GIS and neural network-based Land Transformation Model to run in a High Performance Computing (HPC) environment, allowing them to simulate urban growth. In a later study, Pfeffer et al. (2015) discussed the potential and challenges of using big data to address pressing urban issues and examined the potential of big data as a methodological tool with a case study involving data from Twitter. Jain et al. (2014) attempted to use visualizations of big data from cities to study urban air pollution. Shearmur (2015) took census data as an example to show the limitations and problems of using big data in urban geography.
Increased accessibility to big data and changes in data mining have given rise to urban computing (Shklovski and Chang, 2006; Kindberg et al., 2007) . Urban computing refers to the use of big data from cities to address the pressing challenges of the cities themselves, as well as integrating, analyzing and mining a variety of heterogeneous data to extract knowledge and intelligence, and using that intelligence to create mutually beneficial outcomes for humans, the environment and cities (Zheng et al., 2014) . Urban computing is an emerging and extremely important area of intersection, where computer science meets traditional city planning, transportation, energy, economics, environmental studies and sociology in urban space. The arrival of the era of big data has improved the feasibility of modeling micro-individuals, such as land, residents, households and businesses, and accelerated the possibility of accurately simulating cities, thereby providing a new powerful way to study the coupling relationship between humans and the environment at the micro-scale (Kukka et al., 2015; Zheng, 2015) .
The thresholds and coercing risk of the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment
In a study entitled "A Safe Operating Space for Humanity" published in Nature in 2009, Johan Rockström et al. argued that pressure from human activities has already affected the stability of the Earth system and led to frequent unexpected environmental incidents. The paper proposes the safe operating space for nine thresholds, of which, seven are climate change thresholds, including carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrogen and phosphorous, freshwater use, change in land use and biodiversity loss. It also includes chemical pollution and two indicators of atmospheric pollution. To date, they argue, humanity has already overstepped three of the nine thresholds, namely, climate change, biodiversity loss and interference with the nitrogen cycle (Rockström et al., 2009) . A study by Mansencal et al. (2013) suggested that environmental changes in urban agglomerations can trigger greater incidence of diseases, and showed that the incidence of Tako-Tsubo cardiomyopathy is high in women over 60 in urban agglomerations in Europe, the US and Japan. Chowdhuri et al. (2011) assessed the earthquake risk in and around the Agartala urban agglomeration using digital microearthquake recorders for site response studies.
Optimal decision support systems for interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment
In 2010, Pereira et al. published their study "Scenarios for Global Biodiversity in the 21st Century" in Science, which simulated scenarios for global biodiversity in the 21st century.
The article compared models and analyzed species extinction, changes in species abundance and changes in the loss and distribution of habitats to predict evolution scenarios for global terrestrial, freshwater and marine biodiversity. Their results suggested that biodiversity will continue to decline in the 21st century (Pereira et al., 2010) . In terms of multi-factor decision support systems for resources and the environment, the most commonly used decision-making methods include linear programming, Bayesian decision theory (Yu, 2013) , model-driven decision support methods (Wierzbicki et al., 2000; Power and Sharda, 2007) , and multiple object decision making support/multiple criteria decision making (Gwo-Hshiung, 2010) . Multiple-objective solving strategies used in recent studies include goal-programming based on expert knowledge, the distance-based method, the weighting method and intelligent optimization algorithms (Yeh and Chuang, 2011) . Intelligent optimization algorithms are the most widely used method and strategy in multiple objective optimization, including simulated annealing, genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization algorithms. Simulated annealing algorithms include multiple objective simulated annealing algorithms (Ulungu et al., 1999) and the Pareto simulated annealing algorithm. Genetic algorithms are one of the most optimal Pareto for solving multiple objective questions (Tan et al., 2015) . Murata et al. (1996) and Altiparmak et al. (2006) proposed a multiple objective genetic algorithm for solving mathematical programming model issues, and used a weighted sum method to obtain Pareto-optimal solution for decision makers. Based on heuristic multiple objective decision making systems, Gen and Cheng (2000) and Yeh and Chuang (2011) proposed using a modified micro-genetic algorithm to solve Pareto optimality. Ant colony optimization was originally used to solve problems in single objective decision making, but was gradually applied to multiple objective problems (Donner et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2015) .
In terms of intelligent decision support systems, Van Delden and Hurkens (2011) developed a common integrated spatial decision support system for urban and spatial planning that takes into account social, cultural, environmental and economic developments in an integrated fashion in order to achieve interactions between models from different disciplines, including economics, demographics, regional interaction, land use and transport. In order to identify a decision-making process for land use allocation, Cerreta and De Toro (2012) proposed a methodological approach for a Dynamic Spatial Decision Support System (DSDSS), named Integrated Spatial Assessment (ISA), to guide sustainable land use and management. Multi-agent technology is an effective new method of solving multidisciplinary, distributed and collaborative land-use planning decisions (Kurihara et al., 2005) . Combining the MALPDSS system designed by the multi-agent method can support distributed collaborative group activities relatively well, improve the efficiency of user planning decisions and effectively enhance land use structure optimization and support decision capabilities (Feitosa et al., 2011 ). Fang (2011 constructed an urban industrial layout decision support system, which provided full technical support and information services to achieve the standardized management of urban industrial upgrading and optimization in China and to allow city, county and township governments to coordinate and regulate industry selection, investment, distribution and management.
Overall assessment on interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment
Progress in international research on the urbanization-eco-environment interactive coupling relationship, mechanisms, theories, laws, methods, simulations and decision support systems has shown the following: global urbanization is seriously threatening and having a deep impact on the eco-environment, and an extremely complex non-linear coupling relationship exists between urbanization and the eco-environment. With regard to this complex non-linear relationship, scientists around the world have adopted both qualitative and quantitative research methods using different perspectives, dimensions and spatial scales in an attempt to show the coercing and interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment and achieve positive progress. But owing to the complexity of this area of study, and due to ongoing uncertainty, change and intrazonality, despite the best efforts of scientists from various disciplines, numerous scientific questions continue to represent weak links, including how natural and human elements interact, influence each other and feedback to each other at different spatial scales and inside and outside different regional systems, and how significant their influence is and whether or not they can be regulated. Specific details of this are looked at below.
Interactive coupling effect between urbanization in urban agglomerations and the eco-environment and on multiple spatial-scale coupling effects
An analysis of research scales reveals that current studies have covered multiple scales, including the world, countries, provinces, cities and areas of cities, with the majority of studies on interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment looking at the global and national macro-scales or the city scale, and fewer studies looking at urban agglomerations as well as coupling and nesting between different scales. At the local, regional and global scales, intensive urban material consumption and human activities have affected land use and land cover, biodiversity and hydrological systems, while cumulative effects have affected the global climate and brought changes to the environment. As a result, domestic and international scholars have tended to focus their research on cities and the environment. As global urbanization has accelerated, traditional urban geography has been unable to elucidate the interdisciplinary and even international characteristics of urban agglomerations. A look at case study areas reveals that the literature favors national-scale horizontal comparisons and coupling relationships of single cities, with a noticeable dearth of studies looking at the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment in the core urban areas of urban agglomerations. Most recent studies on urban agglomerations have concentrated on the spatial expansion, economic development, and spatial structure and formation of urban agglomerations (Fang, 2015) , with few looking in-depth at coupling mechanisms between urbanization in urban agglomerations and the eco-environment as well as resource and environment dynamic support system controls. On the other hand, urbanization is currently becoming planetary urbanization (Brenner, 2014) , changes in elements of local urbanization are affecting people's health, and scale effects exist in the coupling mechanisms and laws between urbanization at the global, regional, national and local scales and the eco-environment. Therefore, an important trend of future research will be the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment at the scale of urban agglomerations and from the perspective of scale coupling effects.
Multiple-dimension coupling effects and telecoupling effects
An analysis of the literature shows that, in terms of studies on the interactive coupling relationship between urbanization and the eco-environment, scholars from various disciplines have been constrained by disciplinary thinking and research paradigms, tending to focus on single dimensions of research, while ignoring the importance of other dimensions (Singh et al., 2012) . For example, economists tend to focus on predictions in the dimension of time, geographers tend to focus on differences in the dimension of space, and management and sociology scholars tend to focus on interactive coupling between social organizations and groups. As far as studies on interactive coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment are concerned, foreign research groups mainly consist of geographers and ecologists, so they lack understanding of, and attention to, the temporal and organizational dimensions. Moreover, human activities are becoming increasingly globalized, and accelerating flows and networks of people, goods, technology, services, information and finance show that the human race is in a new era characterized by the common progress of natural and socio-economic systems at local and global scales, and the pattern and process of the evolution of these systems is multi-level by nature, with connections between levels, and multiple coupling and feedback between processes and scales. As such, future research on coupling between urbanization and the eco-environment should focus more on the processes and mechanisms of telecoupling and hidden coupling, pay attention to the organic integration of the spatiotemporal dimensions, attach importance to interdisciplinary research, and give overall consideration to the role and mechanisms of the temporal, spatial, organizational and representational dimensions.
3.3
Research on "one-to-many" and "many-to-many" element coupling effects An analysis of element coupling effect studies shows that the majority of researchers have focused on "one-to-one" dual-element coupling effects, such as the coupling relationship between urbanization and single elements like water, land, resources, ecology, climate, environment or carbon emissions, revealing the coupling mechanisms and laws between single elements. There is still a lack of studies on "one-to-many" multiple-element coupling relationships and mechanisms and "many-to-many" coupling relationships and mechanisms. There is, therefore, a need in future for comprehensive studies of the coupling relationship, mechanisms and laws of urbanization and the eco-environment under the influence of multi-ple elements, studies on "many-to-many" multi-directional analyses of interactive coercive coupling and telecoupling mechanisms between the systems of urbanization and the eco-environment, and studies on coupling equations and curves that quantitatively express interactive coercion between the systems of urbanization and the eco-environment, in order to provide a quantitative scientific basis for achieving harmonious relationships between humans and water systems, land, resources, climate and carbon.
Positive and negative feedback and interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment
An analysis of positive and negative feedback mechanisms and a survey of current theories and empirical research in the literature show that much of the research concerns the coercing effect of urbanization on the eco-environment, while there is little research on the constraining effect of the eco-environment on urbanization. Focal points and trends of future research include two-way interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment and positive and negative feedback mechanisms. Current domestic and international studies mainly focus on the coercing effect of urbanization on the environment, such as the major impacts of accelerated urbanization and industrialization on land use and land cover (the soil environment and impervious surfaces), water resources (water balance), biodiversity, the atmosphere, energy consumption, carbon dioxide emissions, the urban thermal environment, ecosystem carbon and nitrogen cycles, ecosystem services and marine fisheries development. In contrast to this, at the other end of the feedback chain, there is relatively little research on the constraining effect of the eco-environment on urbanization, with few scholars taking an eco-environmental constraint perspective and integrating changes in the eco-environment and urbanization or comprehensively discussing the positive and negative feedback effects of the two major systems of humans and nature (Bao and Chen, 2015) .
With the acceleration of urbanization in developing countries, achieving coordinated development between urbanization and the environment has become a central issue in world socio-economic development, and it is becoming a hot research topic internationally. The "2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" adopted by the United Nations in 2015 listed the relationship between human development and the resource environment as an important issue. Many top international research institutions have also made the sustainable development of coupled human and natural systems core research topics, including the Sustainability Science Program of Harvard University's Kennedy School and the Coupled Human and Natural Systems Research Network of the US National Science Foundation. This shows that the focal point and trend of future research will be the two-way interactive coupling effects between urbanization and the eco-environment.
Theoretical innovation in coupling effect research and form a complete and diverse system of coupling theory
An analysis of case studies and academic theories shows that current research covers multiple disciplines, including ecology, geography, management, economics and environmental studies, with case studies tending to cover watersheds, ecologically fragile areas, urbanized areas and metropolitan areas. The majority of research on coupling between urbanization, economic development and resources is based on local empirical case studies, and although this helps to provide a direct scientific basis and decision making reference for local sustainable development, in the long run it does not help people to deepen their understanding of the mechanisms and rules of the coupling relationship between humans and the land.
Einstein once said, "The aim of science is, on the one hand, as complete a comprehension as possible of the connection between perceptible experiences in their totality, and, on the other hand, the achievement of this aim by employing a minimum of primary concepts and relations." From this perspective, although there are a lot of relevant contemporary theories, especially the theoretical contributions of ecologists and environmental scientists, including the ecological footprint, urban metabolism, energy value, ecological economic efficiency, planetary boundaries and society-ecology system theories, but there is still no agreement on the overall theoretical framework for research on coupled human and natural (urbanization and the eco-environment) systems, with scholars still in the stage of viewing things from the perspective of their own discipline (Stevenson, 2011; Leslie et al., 2015; Steen-Adams et al., 2015) . As a result, there is a need for a simple and intuitive description of the problem that can also integrate existing theoretical developments and give a complete explanation in simple terms of diverse coupling theoretical systems.
Development and application of multiple-element, -scale, -scenario, -module, and -agent spatiotemporal coupling system dynamic models
The content of current research is relatively macroscopic, and there are a lot of papers featuring qualitative discussions and that consider a variety of frameworks. For a long time, quantitative methods encountered a bottleneck when it came to the coupling relationship between the two complex systems of urbanization and the eco-environment. After integrating indexes of the two major systems, the majority of studies on coupling degree use mathematical formulas to carry out analysis but do not establish an interactive coupling system model between multiple factors, leaving them unable to show a causal relationship between, and the weighting of, multiple factors. Regression-based models can currently only simulate limited master control variables, but need to take urbanization and the eco-environmental system as a whole explanatory variable. However, current studies only take into account the coupling of systems within a specific area and between factors, while ignoring cross-regional and cross-scale open dissipative structural characteristics of urbanization and the ecosystem. It is very difficult to deal with this type of telecoupling relationship using traditional research methods. The urbanization and eco-environment coupling system has the classic characteristics of a complex system, namely, it is non-linear, self-organized, fluctuating and hierarchical, and involves feedback. Moreover, the emergence of complexity science has greatly contributed to the further development of science, progressing human understanding of objective things from linear to non-linear, from simple equilibrium to non-equilibrium dissipative structures, from simple reductionism to complex holism (Norberg and Cumming, 2013; Suh, 2005) . Complex systems theory and complex network theory are gaining more and more attention in studies on urbanization and ecosystems. In addition, with the rapid development of computer science and the Internet, and the widespread application of big data mining techniques, urban computing and research on city and regional sustainable development based on big data has begun to flourish. Therefore, complexity science, simulations based on big data, top-down modeling multi-agent integrated research and other methods are becoming breakthrough points in current research on complex system coupling processes and mechanisms. Integrating big data and decision support systems to develop overall solutions to sustainable urban development is an important future application of studies. It is, therefore, necessary to strengthen research on, and experimental simulations of, urbanization and eco-environmental interactive coercing multi-element, -scale, -scenario, -module and -agent integrated spatiotemporal coupling system dynamic models supported by big data and cloud computing.
